
Elevate
your workflow

Inspiring excellence in cancer treatment

cAccessory   cPatient



An automated workflow doesn’t just save time for you and your 
team by minimizing the need for repetitive time-consuming work, 
it also increases patient safety. We offer a complete solution for 
workflow automation in radiation therapy, seamlessly integrated 
in your current setup.

A more efficient workflow saves 
time for what really matters

cAccessory

Device setup
made easy
SAY GOODBYE TO PEN AND PAPER 
Press a button instead of filling out the same templates over  
and over. cAccessory automates your accessory registration  
and validation which means everything becomes more efficient.

HASSLE FREE AUDITS
cAccessory automatically makes everything fully auditable,  
without the hassle. Instant verification speeds up the process  
and all documentation is easily accessed and stored safely.

MACHINES DON´T MAKE HUMAN ERRORS
cAccessory gives you confidence that you always have the correct 
devices, and makes sure that you don’t miss anything important. 
Minimizing the risk of human errors means increased patient safety.

ADAPTS TO YOU – NOT THE OTHER WAY AROUND
cAccessory is vendor neutral which means it will integrate 
seamlessly in your current workflow and help to streamline  
where it can, no matter what device you are currently using.



Instant ID 
validation

cPatient

Contactless patient 
identity validation
FASTER, SAFER, BETTER
Facial scan is faster in validating a patients identity and removes 
all unnecessary contact between patients and devices, making it 
more hygienic and more safe.

A SYSTEM THAT BECOMES SMARTER EVERY DAY
cPatient uses machine learning and learns to adapt to patients’ 
appearance changing over time. It doesn’t just scan pictures, it 
compares biometrical features in patients facial structures.

EFFICIENCY IS GREAT – PATIENT SAFETY IS VITAL
While making your workflow more efficient is one of the core
benefits of cPatient – the fact that it increases patient safety 
is what we are most proud of.

Fast device
setup
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Say hello to your new dream team
in advanced radiation therapy

OUR MISSION IS GLOBAL IN SCOPE
C-RAD’s cutting-edge solutions ensure exceptionally high precision, 
safety and efficiency in advanced radiation therapy, helping to cure 
more cancer patients and improve their quality of life.
C-RAD – Inspiring excellence in cancer treatment.

Motion Management
with Catalyst+

RIGHT POSITION

Device Validation
with cAccessory

RIGHT SETUP

cAccessory cPatient

Patient Validation
with cPatient

RIGHT PATIENT


